INDOOR AIR QUALITY

How to improve the air
quality within your facility

We asked industry experts to share their thoughts on how to raise
levels of indoor air quality within buildings to provide a healthier
workspace to colleagues and clients
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An effective ventilation system, augmented
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is the quality of the air we breathe daily and
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especially for the professional cleaner at

is a balancing act between air-tightness and

work. Parts of Europe, notably Scandinavia,

ventilation – therefore a holistic approach

have for some time legislated to keep

should be taken to whole-building HVAC.”
Meeting energy efficiency standards in

fragrance amounts to a minimum in cleaning

buildings has seen enhanced insulation

products used in the professional market.
This is based on research that identified

and air-tightness – but this often comes at

the issues that volatile organic compounds

the expense of fresh air circulation. With a
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growing body of evidence indicating that

environments, over time. VOCs cause

poor air quality affects everything from mental

deteriorating IAQ and generate ‘sick building
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balance is clear, he continues.
However, simply opening a window is not

These volatile compounds are present
in many cleaning products and they take

always feasible in modern buildings, as many
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climate control system. Indeed, BREEAM
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On a final note, Daikin product and
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that air pollution is responsible for between
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Regular maintenance is a vital part and is

of Scientific Affairs Steve Teasdale concludes:
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particularly important when it comes to

“At a time where the quality of the air we

environments for their building occupants.

ventilation, as any build-up of dust or dirt can

breathe became a key beneficiary of the

Given the continued focus on energy

prevent ventilation systems from functioning

global lockdown, it has also highlighted that

efficiency, achieving high standards of IAQ

as intended,” says Mr Passingham.

InnuScience co-founder and vice-president
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